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During the Period of Europe referred to as the dark ages, civilization did exist. The biggest lie 

seems to be that Europe got civilization off the Islamic Arabs. However this is well known the 

knowledge the Arabs held was from the Greco-Roman Empire. Many of the Arabs were also 

of Aryan blood as well at this point. Saladin was a Kurd with blonde hair and light eyes.  

Mecca and Medina was created by Aryan Brahmana's from Western Aryan India. The Kaaba 

was a Shiva temple originally. The Nabataean  of the Arab region where Aryan People who 

honored Bacchus. The Sumerians, Chaldeans were Aryan Peoples who migrated from Aryan 

India. The Yezidi's, the blonde blood line stated they came from Northern India. And were 

the Chaldeans of ancient Sumer and Babylon. The Phoenicians were also Aryan People many 

of their images show them with Nordic appearance and their God was a red haired, blue 

eyed, thunder god.   

A major claim made was the Berber's brought some higher Islamic civilization into Spain and 

though Europe. The Berber's were Whites from North Africa would had lived in North Africa 

during the Roman Empire as well. The Berber's are still known for their light eyes, fair skin 

and blonde hair. The Berber's were also part of the Vandal Kingdom that was built out of the 

Roman Empire.  The Berber Empire in Spain, civilization was simply Roman if you look at the 

buildings you still see this in Roman architecture from the Eastern Roman Empire as well and 

in Greece.  

As historians have pointed out the Germanic invasions didn't destroy the Roman Empires 

surviving knowledge, they kept it and applied it for themselves. Germany is a nation of 

engineers who built the space age. They are not barbarians.  

For some reason it’s a little known fact during the Dark Ages  Ireland was still the 

educational hub of North Western Europe the Irish are responsible for civilization in much of 

Europe. The nobles of North Western Europe were going to Ireland to be educated in all the 

sciences and arts. The Irish were responsible along with the Nobles of Northern Europe for 

building advanced structures based on a high knowledge of engineering and astronomy 

during the so called dark ages this documentary on the subject also shows these people 

were not Christians they were Pagans like the Cathars. Ireland was invaded by a Christian 

Crusade in the mid-13th century and their history was rewritten by the Church with fake 

characters like St. Patrick. 

The Viking Serpent: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lCR5p14DcM 

Ireland And The St. Patrick Fraud: 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic3105.html 

 



The Templars were from the old European nobility and were building massive cathedrals 

that took almost a century to build all across Europe, built in the style of the Celtic, Teutonic 

cultures.  They did not get this from the east. They always had it. The Templar's were part of 

the Cathar culture who were part of the culture that built such in Norway the documentary 

shows.  The Cathar castles are still around and show a major advanced knowledge of 

engineering and military science. The renaissance was simply when all this advanced further 

minus the attempts of the Church to slow it down. The Europeans were also sailing around 

the world even to America during the Dark Ages as the Rune Stones in America prove, which 

takes an advanced knowledge of maritime sciences.  There were Universities all over Europe 

in the Dark Ages as well. Along with natural philosophy that contained physics many of the 

ground for advancements that came later in the scientific age in Europe were laid in this 

period. The eye glasses were also invented in the Dark Ages which enraged the Church. 

The fact is the Islamic world was working from a Hellenic, Roman blueprint. Like much of 

Europe. The best Islam came up with on its own was an insane idea that the laws of cause 

and effect didn't exist. Which is anti-scientific. 


